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OBSERVA!l!IOi:SOr THE EFYECT 03 WING APPENDAGES .AiiDFLAPS ON

THE SPREAD OF SEPARATION OF FLOW OVER THE WING*

“ByG. Hartwig

SUMMARY

The spre;afiof the separation of flow on three tapered
wings in sy-mm’etrical and’ unsymmetrical f20w, was observed
with silk ‘t’ufts”i.Bj eqtial”~thicknes~ a.r~dchord distrtbu%ien
the “wings manifested a different form of lifting Line. One
of the wings - with twist and ‘dihedral - was, in addition,
explored with fuselage, engine, nacelles, and flaps de-
flected. The principal result of the study was that the
wings of themselves alone first disclosed complete break-
down of flow at the tips, even the one with twist, but that
after addiilg fuselage and engine nacelles, the twisted wing
broke down first completely in wing center. The observed
boundary layer motions transverse to the main flow direc-
tion were briefly explored as to their possible influence
on the spread of the separation. On top of that certain
disclosures were afforded in which the transverse motions
observed in the boundary layer become perceptible even
above the boundary layer.

-’~~hilethe relationship between breakdown of flow and
contour and twist has been experimentally studied by vari-
ous sources, there is little data on the breakdown of flow
over the wing in the presence-of appendages such as fuselage,
engine nacelles, or deflected flaps’within the practical
range of spans. In thecourse of development of the Focke-
Wulf.FW 200 (Condor) wind tunnel tests were made on the
breakdown of flow on several wings of identical chord dis-
tribution but’ dissimilar course of the lifting line, and
extended on one wing to the ~iise of. appended fuselage, en-
gine ’~iacelles and flaps deflected. The results are here-
inafter described.

*llBeobachtung des Einflusses von l?liigelanbauten und KlaPP@n
auf den Abreissverlauf der .Tragfliigelstrdmung. ‘1 L’uftfahrt-
forschung, VO1..,18, no. 2-3, March 29, 1941, ‘pp~ 40-46.
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INTR’OlltiCTION., ;‘.

.... . . . . . ...

The prob.ld”m which was ‘to be solved by. the present
test series is to be so understood that by consecutive
observation of the wing flow in relation to positive angle
of attack critical areas were to be detected in order to
obtain first of all qualitative data on the changes in the
flow. On top of that, the closest possible sequence of the
observations were to furnish qualitatively appraisable re-
sults.

From the practical point of view the most convenient
method of observing flows is by means of tufts; although
the question is Justified towha% extent a tuft is, after
all, in the position to indicate with sufficient accuracy
a critical flow process, such as the start of separation
of flow. So far as the tuft on the upper surface is not
fastened too close to the nose of the wing, it is located
on modern airfoils at a thickness ,of 0.3 to 0.5 millimeter
and the model chords and air speeds customary in average
wind ,tunnels imbedded in the boundary layer, and specifi-
cally in the presence of severe. tunnel turbulence, small
vibrations and r“oughne,sses already outside the laminar ap-
proach-in the turbulent boundary layer and in part in the
ever present laninar snb-layer beneath. Struck by the
flow the tufts become taut and adhere smoothly to the sur-
face if the flow is sound. At the starting point of the
separation the character of the velocity field in the
boundary layer undergoes a radical change, since it is the
very zone in which the reverse flow begins, hence in which
considerable vortex fornation prevails. If, then, the end
of a tuft extends into this zone , ,it follows this vortex
motion and begins to flap. If’the whole tuft is in the
separation zone, its motions become so violent that it fre-
quently becomes entangled. In this manner the travel of
the separation zones can be followed with serviceable ac-
curacye Taking into consideration the limit set by a&e-
quate visualization itself, the tufts can be very fine and
fastened dirqct to the surface without detracting from the
indication of the separation region. The finer and more
flexible the tufts and the more carefuZly their attachment
to the surface, the smaller the disturbances which the”
boundary layer development, itself undergoes because of the
tufts.

The changes’ in’ t~e” curv~”,of “the lifting line of the
explord’d wing models approzirnat~’ly comprises the limits
normally set by practical design and manufacture.
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.,. Altogether. three tapered ,wing sections with identi-
cal chord .d~stribution. were explored (fig. 1).. l?he sec-
tions are derived from the NACJL 22. series of airfoils
(reference 1) ; their ‘thickness ratio is shown in figure
2* The two tappred wings with straight leading arid trail-
$ng. :edges ’had. zero twist and zero dihedral,. whereas the
third had twist and, dihedral and,. in addition., ailerons
and split flaps (figs&l and 2), to which fuselage and
engine nacelles were added later on (fig. 3). The models
were made of well. polished gypsum over steel-zinc i’rame-
work.

The suspension followed the standard Ghttingen prac-
tice (reference 2). The span amounted to 1.320 meters,
which is equivalent to about 63 percent tunnel width. A
description of the employed tunnel plant can be found in
reference $~’ .,..”

Tll,etuft material was silk fiber, divided once nore
into two threads, thus affording, a very fine and extremely
flexible tuft of good visibility on the brown wing sur-
face. The individual tufts were about 20 millimeters long
and fastened together by means of Scotch tape so that they
did not interfere with each other, or..becone entangled
(figs. 16 to 26). A miniature movie canera with 1/25 sec-
ond exposure was used in connection, with two Nitra photo
lamps by 1:3Q5 objective luminous intensity.

TEST PROCEDURE

The tests”~.~ere Dade at about 32 meters per second
air speed. Exclusive of tile tip-forming strip the chord
changed,.across the span from 80 milli~”eters outside to ,
212 millimeters ins’ide aild hence .the Reynolds number of
the measurement froq 1*?9 X 1C)5. to.4.75 X 105, and the ef-
fective Reynolds number from 2.68 x 105 to 7..12 X 105.
,Onj:he tapered’”wings with straight leadiqg and, trailing
edges the geometric angle between chord and tunnel axis
served as angle of a$taek on the third wing, the an-
gle between the reference a~”~s of the .swbsequently append-
ed fuselage and the tunnel axis.... ,T.hus.t~e angle-of-attack
data in figures 4 to,l~, an,d 16 ,to ~6,makE no a$lowance for
the errors dune to the jet bouqdari.ess The setting of the
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reference axi,s of” the appen”ded fuselage relative to the
chord at wing center amounted to 2.5° downward-

The test procedure was such that in the angle-of-
attack ‘ra~”g’efor normal. flow the angles were changed at
6° each; but if separation phenomena occurred, each
subsequent optically. determinable change was recorded aad
the respective angle of-attack defined. The experi~.en.ts
were made in symmetrical flow and at T = 9° angle of ,
yaw. by which is meant the angle between plane of symmetry
of model and vertical tunriel plane of synmetry. In the
flap tests the split flaps were deflected 600 and the in-
board plain ailerons 400. No propellers were used in the
tests with fuselage and engine nacelles.

Three distinct tuft conditions were o%served:

1“. The entire tuft clings qaietly and snoothly to the
surface : indicating adhering flow.

9../. The tip of the tuft noves while the rest still
adheres smoothly: a sign of incipient separa-
tion at the tip of the tuft.

3. The whole tuft flaps violently: a sign that the
tuft is in

The photographic
same points of view.
shown as shaded areas

completely separated flow.

records were interpreted from the
The ir.dividua2. separation. zones are
in figures 4 to 15. The position of

the model mounting stirrup is ia.dicated. According to the
piciures the separation on the wtngs without appendages or
flap deflection a$ways starts on the trailing edge in the
vicinity aft of the forward nounting stirrup, which probably
is the cause of btieakdown. This ,presumption was not experi-
mentally vei?ified’for lack of time.

The se”paration”o.f the”two tapered wings with straight
leading and trailitig edges ,shows no undue differences (figs.
4 and 6). proceeding from the separation areas behind the
suspension, the ,separatiuon,s.pr,eadsover the trailing edge
and fieyogd until: ult.ihatel,y:,one.,of the tips separates com-
plc$tely. In L&tiding-e.dge direction the s~paration spreads
most prominently on” t“he separation areas. It seems as if
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:. ~he’’”w”iri~’with”’-strai”htht j.”eading “ed’ge,’”’’were a“ Ii%”tse “mcire

uniform &hd more,propitious~ although it is pointed out
that.unavo~dable mino,r+d.~screpancies in model iaanufacture
and a.certa}n inhornogeneity of the air “stream can easily
obscure the differences betwee~~,two wings, as wi~l be
shown later on. .,

,’
In ya”~ed flow the separation spreads similarly as in

,,

symmetrical flow, except that the separation ‘is shifted
more toward the rearward located wing tip. Here also the
win&, with straight trailing edge appears” to be a,little.
more propitious.

,.

In the analysis of the wing with twist and dihedral
(fig. 8) its angle of attack data, it should be remembered,
are referred to the reference axis of the subsequently ap-
pended fuselage. The chord of the center section had
“therefore 2.50 more setting than the values in figure 8
indicate. The separation corresponds to that of the other
wings, and spreads quite uniformly over the two wing halves;
hdre also the wing tips are first completely separated,
d~sp>te the twist. In this respect it should he noted that,
in contrast with the tapered wing”w.ithout twist, the, one
with twist had ailerons and flaps as added sources of dis-
turbance. The force measurements previously made without
tufts approximately agree with the tuft observations, so
far as the angle of attack for maximum lift is concerned.
The maximum,lift of the twisted wing was slightly higher
than that of the straight wing, while the straight wings
among themselves manifested identical maximum lift. The
respective angles of attack (CZ not corrected) referred to
center section chord were 17.70 (twisted) and l?O (straight).
TO be,sura, a more exact procedure ~ould have been to
measure the forces with tuft-superposition also; but lack
of time must’ serve as excuse here also.

In yawed flow (fig. 9) the twisted wing shows, ap,art
from the behavior similar to that of straight wings, the
effect of the dihedral. Now .,theflow separates ,first com-
pletely on the ad,van,cing.tip.

The twisted wing with fl”aps deflected (split flaps
60°j plain trailing-edge flaps 40°) (fig. 10) shows the
previous separation of the tips very plainly. In yawed
flow (fig. 11) the effect of the dihedral is still percep-
tibl~ even though to a l~,sser ciegre.e than on $he wing
Without flap deflected..,, , ,.

.,, .’
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T,he most essential result so far is that the three
explor;~d wings taken by themselves fail to meet the re-
quirements from the point of view of lateral controlla-
bility in the vicinity of maximum lift. This quite hope-
less result anticipated changes, however, completely in
the presence of appendages of the explored type. Un-
fortunately, the straight wings could not le studied with
appendages in the prescribed test progran.

In figure 12 the twisted wing is fitted with fuselage
‘Tow the sepand four engine nacelles. - aration does not

start so unequivocal solely behind the suspension stirrup
but also in the diffusers between wing and fuselage. Pro-
ceeding from these areas, the separation zone spreads s ide-
wise and forward, hut in such a manner that in the region
of i~axi~u~ lift the flow on the outboard wing still re-
nains sufficiently sound and the inner section first sepa-
rates completely. The disturbance on the right outboard
wing is apparently due to an undetected error in a tuft
attachment. It also occurs in the su”osequent series.

In yai~ed flow (fig. 13) the propitious tendency, to
separate first in the center, renains, likewise when the
flaps are deflected (split flaps 60°, plain trailing-edge
flaps 40°) (figs. 14 and 15).

LS concerns the boundary-layer motions transverse
to the diroctionof.f low, the wing with straight trailiug
edge manifested very little unsymmetrical flow, and es-
pecially toward .tllecenter, while on the wing with straight
leading edge a quite noticeable transverse flow growing
with the anglc,:,q,fattack was observed.’” The tufts were de-
flected toward the center, prolably inconsequence of a
pressure gradi~~t, the cause of which,..as evinced by the :
dissimilar behav,i.or of the two wings; anong other factors “
not entering the discussion,night be found in the mut-~al h,
displacement

$
of the individual profiles across the span. ~’

The effect of the transverse flow is a transport of bound-
ary layer naterial froz! the outboard yings toward the in-
sidz. In this manner the separation is delayed outside
and therefore more propitious; but the discrepancies are
not appreciable and nay, in part, be obscured by other ef-
fects as previously stated.

In yawed flow the wing with straight trailing edge ,-
also manifests a perceptible transverse direction of the
tufts, inward on the advancing wing half, weakly outward
on the rearward half. The attendant dissimilar boundary
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,,
layer’’effebt of thd”’’t’Wo--:ti*ng”halw@s must contribute toward
the creation of differences in the separation process.
AS already noted, the separation shifts more toward the
rearward located half?

The wing with straigh~ leading edge manifests at 9°
yaw a slight inward transverse flo”w’on the. rearward half,
with respect to flow direction, while the advanced half
possesses so much snore inward transverse flow. Again the
separation shifts mo~e toward the rearward half, but the
separation is more gradual than on the 9° yawed wing with
straight trailing edge.

l?ith regard to boundary layer transverse flow the
wing with straight trailing edge presents in symmetrical
as in unsymmetrical flow about the same picture as the wing
with straight leading edge only in m’ore attenuated form.
Aside from certain local discrepancies, especially behind
the engine nacelles, this picture remains in its basic
tendency even after adding the appendages or deflection of
the flaps (split flaps 600, plain trailing-edge flaps 400).

Another point of interest was the extent to which the
flow even outside of the boundary layer would follow a
pressure gradient occurring along the span. lfith this in
mind the tuft directions in relation to the distance from
the upper surface of the wing was observed in several ver-
tical planes along the span; it was found that at higher
angles of attack the tufts even outside of the boundary
layer were perceptibly deflected in transverse direction,
as far as 20 to 30 percent profile chord. At that level
above the wing the velocity component in flow direction
outweighed ‘the transverse component so that a departure
from flow direction was as good as nonexistent. Figures ,
16 to 18 illustrate this result by way of a suggestion.

Trailslati.on by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Comnittee
for Aeronautics. ,
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